
*SCRIPT Writing the Feminist Interent Working Points 

https://www.miss-hack.org/ether/p/WTFI-Script-NetworkImaginaries 
https://miss-hack.org/ether/p/
Code_Terms_of_Participation_WTFI-15_06_02020
https://miss-hack.org/ether/p/Glossary

KEY
Underline - directions /action
BOLD – agent action
plain text - written text  and or vocal

Roles:
[NAME] Verbal welcome
sister0 – leads the etherpad writing collaboration 
[NAME]Check in and monitors with signs:
CHECK THE JITSI CHAT FOR LINKS
VIRTUAL HUGS
Mute yourself in Jitsi 

ORDER OF EVENTS 
preworkshop set up test connection to pad in our browsers.
Talk through order of events, questions etc.

Hosts: Despoinas Media Coven + HDSA2020 25.7.2020
Time: 12.30pm CEST Amsterdam - 20.30hrs/8.30pm Hobart AEST   
Location: https://meet.jit.si/writing-the-feminist-internet
TBCperson: Shows A SIGN: STARTING SOON

START Workshop Writing the Feminist Internet.
Time: 13hrs/1pm CEST Amsterdam - 21hrs/9pm Hobart AEST SHARP 
Location: https://meet.jit.si/writing-the-feminist-internet
workshop guests arrive 
HDSA2020: Audio host (jitsi), background trouble-shooter, check-ins 
(chat space for questions). 

TBC/NAME: Verbal welcome (scripted), introductions/Terms of 
Participation
Hello everyone, and welcome to Writing the Feminist Internet. 
Please Mute yourself on Jitsi, mute your computer if you don't want 
to hear background conversation, we’d like to acknowledge that we 
are participating in this event and pay our respects to ghosts hosts 
and ghosts - ancestors  past, present and emerging. The space the 
server sits on, and the spaces we are all occupying are in 
themselves colonised, written, programmed and ruled by dominant 
others. My co-facilitators today, name {waves}, name {waves} I’m 
name {waves} etc.

HDSA2020 NAME A warn welcome to you, our collaborators. If you 
haven’t used Jitsi before, please mute yourself when you’re not 
speaking to the group. You can do this by clicking on the microphone 



symbol at the bottom of the screen, just to the left of centre.] 
Thank you all for being here today. We have 2 hours together, and we 
hope you can stay with us to see this experiment. Make sure you have 
snacks and water :) Before we start writing together, I want to 
explain briefly what we’ll be doing, why, and how, and lay down a 
few guidelines to keep things flowing, but also open to the realms 
of chaos. 

What?

Intro collaborative writing 

You will be in a multiple-author writing pad, Etherpad - a tool for 
public collaboration. You need to be using Firefox or Chrome 
otherwise some features of this platform won't work for you.  

This is a 2-hour collaborative writing session - together we will 
overwrite, delete edit, correct, challenge, echo, duplicate, expand, 
solidify, summarise, nuance, incant...a very early draft of 10 
working points for the 21C for WRITING THE FEMINIST INTERNET,  
whilst  carving out online space away from tech bros, doxxers and 
patriarchal systems, and towards skill sharing, fluidity and 
multiplicity. We are working from the position of an open feminism 
that embraces multiplicity, diversity, gender-bending, queerness, 
unfixed-ness, becoming, transforming, shifting, making space for 
underrepresented voices, and not privileging our voices in relation 
to others. 

What we are doing today in the most basic sense, is working in a 
document together. We want you to help us deconstruct, or build 
upon, or challenge, or add to a working document. There will also be 
the opportunity for discussion throughout. The text we are working 
with a text that contains 10 working points are propositions to seed 
the grounds for performative explorations into diverse *feminist 
traditions of knowledge production. These working points have been 
drafted with feedback from many collaborators along the way, and we 
are expanding that even further today, with all of you.

Why?
We are trying to carve out online space that is fluid and 
disobedient. To learn together through trying, failing, getting 
frustrated, drinking tea, talking, trying again. Using - or skirting 
around - online tools and tactics of control and shaping them to our 
own ends. And eventually, using these tools to make space for other 
kinds of stories that need to be heard.

How?
few tech hints
Please note the chat icon at the bottom left of your screen - the 
little speech bubble icon. 

We are now sharing two links in the chat - 
1)The Terms of Participation for the session and Code of Conduct:
https://miss-hack.org/ether/p/



Code_Terms_of_Participation_WTFI-15_06_02020
Please read this / write your chosen name to show that you have read 
it – feel free to leave your email so we can keep in touch if you 
wish.

2)The writing together will take place on an Etherpad – we are 
sharing  the link now

Sister0: Posts link in chat Jitsi and moves to the etherpad
https://www.miss-hack.org/ether/p/
WRITING_THE_FEMINIST_INTERNET_v2_15-7-2020

[NAME]  The Jitsi chat is not being streamed or recorded, but our 
main Etherpad workspace will be livestreamed by HDSA2020 and 
archived by Despoinas Media Coven for anyone to view. We will also 
be screen recording the Etherpad - what you all type and delete -  
as an archival document of how we are spending the next 2 hours. You 
can choose to remain anonymous in this and we will explain how once 
we’re in there together. 
OR a How To will be here for late comers - https://miss-hack.org/
ether/p/Code_Terms_of_Participation_WTFI-15_06_02020

[NAME] We will be using Jitsi for intermittent discussion, if you 
desire that keep this tab open, with your mic muted your welcome to 
check in.[NAME] also be listening out for any questions that come up 
that need to be talked over in voice rather than in the Etherpad 
itself. If there’s chatter on Jitsi and you find it distracting, you 
can just hang out on Etherpad and mute your computer speakers. 

Now you’re welcome jump into the Etherpad which has been linked in 
the chat: https://www.miss-hack.org/ether/p/
WRITING_THE_FEMINIST_INTERNET_25-07-2020

Thank you so much for being here! We can’t wait to play and push 
this together, test ideas out, challenge one another and create some 
chaos in a *feminist corner of the internet. [bit more*]

[NAME] SIGNS -
CHECK THE JITSI CHAT FOR LINKS
VIRTUAL HUGS
Mute yourself in Jitsi 

sister0: Enters EtherPad Textual introduction: 
PREAMBLE
\0/ WELCOME TO WRITING THE FEMINIST INTERNET *virtual hugs* \0/

🐚

PREAMBLE BEFORE WE BEGIN 

🐚

00 If you haven't read our - Terms of Participation please do so 
[here] https://miss-hack.org/ether/p/
Code_Terms_of_Participation_WTFI-15_06_02020



Let us know you agree to these terms in that space [state name & yes 
& email if you want to keep in touch]

01 Choose your preferred colour and/or name. 
To do this click on the "3 people icon" at the top right of this 
browser page- click on the Colour square 
As more users start to edit hello the document they will appear in 
this list and hence there may be many colours according to whom is 
writing into the text

02 This is a 2-hour collaborative writing session - 10 working 
points for the 21C (copied below). Together we will overwrite, edit, 
correct, challenge, echo, duplicate, expand, solidify, summarise, 
nuance, incant...while carving out online space away from 
imperialist systems, and towards skill sharing, fluidity and 
multiplicity. We are working from the position of an open *feminism 
that embraces multiplicity, diversity, gender-bending, queerness, 
unfixed-ness, becoming, transforming, shifting, making space for 
underrepresented voices, and not privileging our voices in relation 
to others. 

03  
At 12.30pm CEST Amsterdam - 20.30hrs/8.30pm Hobart AEST    
it will be timestamed as - WRITING THE FEMINIST INTERNET 10 working 
points 25.07.2020, authored by working group 25.07.2020.
                   

🐚

And now, it's time to rewrite the Feminist 
Internet ..........................   

sister0 DELETES THIS INTRODUCTION AND REPLACES IT WITH 

\0/ WELCOME TO WRITING THE FEMINIST INTERNET *virtual hugs* \0/
If you were not at our 2pm introduction. Please first read our How 
to and 

🐚

Terms of Participation 

🐚

 https://miss-hack.org/ether/p/
Code_Terms_of_Participation_WTFI-15_06_02020

🐚

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

🐚

01 Choose/change your desired name and colour [can change this at 
any time during the 2 hour event] 
02 To do this click on the "3 people icon"  at the top right of your 
browser page - click on the Colour square to choose your preferred 
colour and/or name.
As more users start to edit hello the document they will appear in 
this list and hence there may be many colours according to whom is 
writing into the text.

13hrs/1pm CEST Amsterdam - 21hrs/9pm Hobart AEST SHARP 
sister0: Versions it - and makes a timestamp - CHANGES PAD TO READ 
ONLY.
                            
HDSA2020:Invite people to return to Jitsi and depart etherpad. 



make leave your details artefact

sister0: Posts READ ONLY.link in Jitsi in the chat 
makes a recording of it screen grab Via her server Shares with 
hosts.
HDSA2020 shares the video stream 


